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Error-correcting codes with n binary digits per code word are con- 
sidered, in which the distances are fairly large (roughly n/2) and the 
number of code words relatively small (roughly 2n). In particular, 
cyclic permutation codes, in which half of the code words are cyclic 
permutations of one another and the others are their complements, 
are shown to be related to difference sets. Consequently, the existence 
or nonexistence of certain optimal and near-optimal codes is estab- 
lished in terms of corresponding difference sets, for which various 
existence theorems and construction procedures are known. Despite 
the simplicity of their encoding and decoding procedures, those 
codes with large n seem undesirable for transmission applications 
(since their rate is asymptotically zero). Nevertheless, these codes 
seem interesting for switching circuit applications, e.g., in the design 
of load-sharing matrix switches. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This note presents everal results on the relationship between differ- 
ence sets and certain error-correcting codes, each code being obtained 
from the cyclic permutations of one of its code words. Upon applica- 
tion of these results, the existence or nonexistence of various optimal 
and near-optimal codes is established. 
There are two motivations for the codes described here. One is that  
simple eneoders and maximum-likelihood error-correcting decoders 
can be designed for arbitrary cyclic permutation codes: these are 
discussed elsewhere (Neumann, 1962a). The second motivation is that 
these codes may be used in the logical design of switching circuits, 
e.g., load-sharing matrix switches (Takahasi and Goto, 1959; Chien, 
1959, 1960; Neumann, 1962b). 
An error-correcting binary code is designated by A(n, d; N), where 
N is the number of code words, n is the number of binary digits in each 
word, and d is the distance of the code, i.e., the minimum distance 
between code words (the distance between code words is defined as 
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P*(8, 4; 16) is also indicated. 
usual as the number  of respective posit ions in which the code words 
differ). I f  d = 2e + 1, the code is e-error correcting, while if d = 2e + 2, 
the code is e-error correcting and (e + 1)-error detecting. (For  a com- 
prehensive presentat ion of error-correct ing codes, see Peterson (1961).) 
A cyclic permutation code P'(n, d'; 2n) is defined as a code in which 
n of its code words are the cyclic permutat ions  of one another and the 
other n code words are the b inary  complements of the first n code words. 
A cyclic permutat ion  code P(n, d; 2n + 2) is obtained from P'(n, d'; 2n) 
by including the all-zero code word 0 and the all-one word I .  Any  code 
word other  than 0 or I thus generates the code by  cyclic permutat ion  
and complementat ion.  As a consequence of the relat ively small  number  
of code words (2n or 2n + 2), the rate of transmission is asymptot ica l ly  
zero for large n, behaving as ( l /n )  (1 + log2 n).  The distances, on the 
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other hand, are seen to be fairly large, being of the order of n/2. I f  the 
distance d is odd, it is well known that a parity digit may be added to 
increase d by one; the code resulting from the addition of an even parity 
check digit is indicated by P*(n -~ 1, d -~ 1; 2n + 2), d odd. As an 
example, a cyclic permutation code P(7, 3; 16) is given in Table I. ( It  
is in fact the well-known Hamming code in disguise.) The corresponding 
code P*(8, 4; 16) is also indicated. This example is considered in detail 
at the end of Section I I .  
There are four cases which are considered here, namely n = 4m - 1, 
4m, 4m + 1, and 4m + 2. Given n = 4m - 1 and N = 8m, the code 
distance in any code A(4m -- 1, d; 8m) can be at most 2m - 1. A code 
P(4m - 1, 2m - 1; 8m), if it exists, is then optimal in the sense that 
no other code A(4m - 1, 2m - 1; N) with this n and d can contain 
more than N = 8m code words (Plotkin, 1960). Bose and Shrikhande 
(1959) have shown that codes A(4m -- 1, 2m - 1; 8m) and A(4m, 2m; 
8m) exist if and only if a Hadamard matrix H4~ exists, or equivalently, 
if and only if a certain symmetrical balanced block design exists (see 
below). No m is known for which a Hadamard matrix H4m cannot exist, 
although no such matrices have been found for certain cases, e.g., 
m = 29 and 39. Whereas codes A(4m - 1, 2m -- 1; 8m) thus exist 
for possibly all m, codes P(4m - 1, 2m -- 1; 8m) exist for many m, but 
not, for example, for m = 7, 10, 13, 14. The existence of these codes is 
discussed in Section I I I .  
If n -- 4m + 1 and N = 8m + 4, then the distance d of an arbitrary 
code can be at most 2m. However, whereas codes 
P(4rn - 1, 2m - 1; 8m) 
exist for many values of m, it is seen that no codes 
P(4m + 1, 2m; 8m + 4) 
exist. I t  is seen below, that codes P ' (4m + 1, 2m; 8m + 2) do occa- 
sionally exist; for example, those for n = 5 and 13 are the only ones for 
n -<_ 220, although they are not optimal. The existence of such codes is 
considered in Section IV. Codes P(4m -~ 1, 2m - 1; 8m ~- 4) are also 
mentioned, although they too are not optimal. 
I f  n = 4m and N = 8m + 2, then d can be at most 2m - 1, although 
a code P(4m, 2m - 1; 8m + 2) apparently exists only for m = 1. An 
optimal code P'(4m, 2m; 8m) exists at least for m = 1, although as 
mentioned above there are many codes P*(4m, 2m; 8m). The existence 
of the codes P '  is also discussed in Section IV. 
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If n = 4m + 2, N = 8m + 6 then the code distance d can be at 
most 2m. Codes P(4m + 2, 2m; 8m + 6) exist for most (if not all) m; 
they are however far from optimal, and are not considered here. 
II. DIFFERENCE SETS 
In  order to provide a mathematical  basis for certain cyclic permuta-  
t ion codes, it is now desirable to introduce the not ion of a difference set. 
I t  is seen that  each difference set leads to a cyclic permutat ion code, 
and that  the converse holds in several interesting cases. 
A (v, k, ),) difference set Do: d l ,  d2, - • • , d~ (rood v) is a set of k distinct 
integers uch that  among the differences d~ - d~ (mod v) each integer 
1, 2 , . . . ,  v -- 1 occurs exactly ~, times. ~ I t  follows that  each 
set D~:dl + i, d2 + i, . - .  , dk + i (mod v) is a difference set with the 
same v, k and h, i = 0, 1, 2, - . .  , v -- 1. The corresponding cyclic inci- 
dence matrix A = [a~9] has elements a~j = 1 if the integer j is in the 
ith difference set d~ + i, . . -  , dk -~ i (rood v), i, j = 0, . . -  , v -- l, 
and a~j = 0 otherwise. 2 
The complement of a difference set (v, lc, ~) is the set of integers 
(rood v) which do not occur in the original difference set. The comple- 
ment  is seen to be a difference set (v, v - k, v -- 2/~ -~ ~). The corre- 
sponding incidence matr ix is the complement of the original incidence 
matrix, obtained by interchanging 0 and 1. 
LEMMA 1. Given the (v, k, h) difference sets D~ : d~ + i, d2 + i, . . .  
d~ + i (rood v), i = 0, 1, . - .  , v -- 1, each row in the cyclic incidence 
matrix A = ]l a~j II is distance 2~ - 2~ from every other row. The same 
result holds for the complementary incidence matrix A.  
PROOF: A difference 1 = d~ -- d~ (mod v) in Do corresponds to a coin- 
cidence of ones in the d~ column of the rows in the incidence matr ix for 
Do and Dz , since d~ = 1 + d~ (mod v) is in Do and in Dz . Since each 
difference l occurs ~ times in Do, such a coincidence of ones between Do 
and each D~ occurs exactly )~ times. Thus, since exactly l¢ of the a~j are 
one for each i, the remaining t~ -- h ones among the ai~(ao]) for that  i 
For a survey of difference sets and a listing of all those for 3 =< ]~ -< 50, ~: < 
v/2, see Hall (1956). 
The incidence matrix is also the incidence matrix of a cyclic symmetrical 
@,/~, X) block design (Hall and Ryser, 1951) in which v elements are found among v
sets of k elements each, such that each element occurs in k different sets and each 
pair of elements occurs in k different sets. It follows that each set has exactly X 
elements in common with any other set. Necessarily, )~(v - 1) = k(]c - 1) must 
be satisfied, and hence ~ is computable from v and k as k(k -- 1)/@ -- 1). It also 
follows that each two sets have exactly X elements in common. 
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which do not coincide with ones in the a0j(a,j) must  find a0j = 1 
(a~. = 1). Hence any two rows in the incidence matr ix  differ in exact ly 
2k --  2~ posit ions, i.e., they  are distance 2/~ - 2}, apart .  The same result 
must  therefore hold for the complementary  incidence matr ix ,  since dis- 
tances are invar iant  under  complementat ion.  
LEMMA 2. Each row in A is distance v -- (2k -- 2~ ) f rom any row in 
other than its own complement, f rom which it is distance v. 
P~ooE: Any  row is obviously distance v from its complement.  Lemma 
2 therefore follows from Lemma 1. 
Each row of the incidence matr ix  or of its complement is now inter-  
preted as a code word a~ = a~°a~ 1 v-~ , - - -  , al , where for convenience 
ai a ~ a,~. The distance of the result ing code follows from Lemmas 1 
and 2 and is given by  the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Given a (v, k, ~) difference set, the distance d' of the cor- 
responding code Pt  (v, d' ; 2v) is the smaller of 2t~ -- 2~ and v -- 2l~ + 2~. 
The distance d of the code P (v ,  d; 2v + 2) is the smallest of ]c, v -- ~, 
2]c -- 2~ and v -- 2]c + 2~. 
As an example, consider the difference set 0, 1, 2, 4 (mod 7) with 
v = 7, lc = 4, ~ = 2. Each difference occurs twice (1 - 0 = 2 - 1 = 1, 
2 - 0 = 4 --  2 = 2, etc.) .  The corresponding cyclic incidence matr ix  
for the difference sets i, 1 + i, 2 + i, 4 + i (mod 7), i = 0, 1, . . .  , 6, 
is the 7 X 7 matr ix  in the upper  lefthand corner of Table I, and has 
distance 2k - 2~ = 4. Since v - 2/~ + 2~ = 3, the code word a0 = 
1110100 corresponding to the difference set 0, 1, 2, 4 (rood 7) thus 
generates the code P (7 ,  3; 16) of Table I.  
Similarly,  the complementary  difference set 3, 5, 6 (rood 7) with 
v = 7, l~ = 3, ~ = 1 generates the same code; the corresponding code 
word 0001011 is d0 • Furthermore,  since the reversal of any difference set, 
i.e., the set v - d~, v - d2, • • • , v -- d~ (mod v), is also ~ difference set 
with the same (v, /~, h), the code word 0010111 or 1101000 may be 
used to generate a code P (7 ,  3; 16) which is the reversal of that  in Table  
I,  i.e., with the digits with j = 0, 1, . . -  , 6 considered in the reverse 
order. 
I I I .  CYCLIC PERMUTATION CODES P(4m -- 1, 2m - 1; 8m) 
There are var ious classes of cyclic permutat ion  codes 
P(4m -- 1, 2m -- 1; 8m) 
cited in the l i terature (P lotk in,  1960; Golomb, 1955) or der ivable from 
known results (Brauer,  1953; Hal l ,  1956). However,  the following 
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theorem shows that  the code words in each such code correspond to 
difference sets, and hence that  the codes may be obtained by exhaust ing 
the difference sets. 
LEMMA 3. Given a v by v cyclic incidence matrix in which each row (with 
k ones) is distance 2t~from every other row, any row corresponds to a differ- 
ence set (v, /i, k -- tL). 
PROOF: This is the converse of Lemma 1. I f  any  two rows of the 
cyclic incidence matr ix  differ in exact ly 2~ positions, they  must  both 
have ones in (2k - 2~) /2  = l~ - ~ positions. Hence each difference 
1 = d~ --  de in the set of integers for which a~ j is one occurs k - 
t imes, and the set is a difference set (v, k, k -- ~). Note that  ~ must  
be l~(v - k ) / (v  - 1). 
T~EOnEM 2. A code word other than 0 and I in any code 
P (4m - 1, 2m - 1; 8m) 
corresponds to a difference set (4m-  1, 2m, m) or its complement 
(4m-  1 ,2m-  1, m-  1). 
PnooF:  Since 0 and I are in the code, there are 4m -- 1 code words 
a~ with 2m ones, and 4m - 1 complementary  code words d~ with 2m -- 1 
ones. The distance between any two a~ is even and hence at least 2m, as 
is the distance between any two c~. Suppose that  the distance between 
a ,  and a~ is 2~n + 2e, for some nonnegat ive integer e; then the distance 
between a~ and c~ must  be 4m - 1 - 2m - 2e = 2m - 1 - 2e. I t  
follows that  e must  be zero, and hence all code words a~ are exact ly 
d istance 2m from one another.  Therefore Lemma 3 applies, and each 
code word corresponds to a difference set (4m -- 1, 2m, m) or (4m - 1, 
2m --  1, m - 1), depending on whether it has 2m or 2m - 1 ones. (Note  
inc idental ly  that  the code words 0 and I correspond to difference sets 
(4m -- 1, 0, 0) and (4m - 1, 4yn --  1, 4m - 1), respectively.)  Con- 
versely, given either difference set, with k = 2m or k = 2m -- 1, it fol- 
lows that  2]~ -- 2}, is 2in in either case. The smal lest of 2]c - 2~, 
v --  2]~ + 2},, k and v - tc is therefore 2m -- 1, which by Theorem 1 is 
the distance of the code. 
A summary  of known results which lead to cyclic permutat ion  codes 
P (4m - 1, 2m - 1 ; 8m) is provided in Table I I .  Q in the table denotes 
the existence of a quadratic residue code (P lotk in,  1960) arising from 
the difference set (4m -- 1, 2m - 1, m -- 1) of quadrat ic  residues of any 
pr ime 4m -- 1. The names of Hopf, Schur, Gi lman, Coxeter, Todd and 
Paley,  all referred to in Brauer  (1953), are connected with independent  
observat ions of the corresponding Hadamard  matr ix,  the first two dat ing 
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TABLE I I  
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Q * R~-*S 
R (* U?) 
N G is :lven for the corresponding best group code B(n, d; No), Q denotes a 
quadratic residue code, R denotes arecursive code, S denotes asextic residue code, 
T denotes a twin-prime code, and U denotes another code. An asterisk indicates 
the existence of nonisomorphic codes, while an arrow indicates an isomorphism. 
back to 1920. Only the first two such codes (m = 3, 7) are group 
(" l inear" )  codes. As an example, the quadrat ic  residues of 7 form the 
difference set 1, 2, 4 (rood 7), which leads to the reversal of the code of 
Table I ;  s imi lar ly the quadrat ic  residues of 7 and zero form the differ- 
ence set 0, 1, 2, 4 (rood 7),  which leads to the code of Table I.  
R denotes the existence of a recursive code arising from the difference 
set corresponding to the maximal  sequence of any pr imit ive i rreducible 
polynomial  of degree r over GF(2)  (Golomb,  1955; Green and San 
Soucie, 1958) .3 A recursive code P (2  r - 1, 2 r-I - 1 ; 2 r+l) exists for each 
r > 2 (m = 2~-2), each one being a group code. The codes for m = 1 
and 2 (r -- 2 and 3) are isomorphic to the above-ment ioned correspond- 
ing quadrat ic  residue codes. As an example, the polynomial  equat ion 
3 These difference sets correspond to hyperplanes of finite Desarguesian pro- 
jective geonletries (Hall, 1956). 
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x 3 + x 2 ~- 1 = 0 for r = 3 corresponds to the maximal  sequence 1110100 
(i.e., a0 ~ ~- a02 -t- a0 ° --  0 (rood 2), etc.) ,  to the difference set 0, 1, 2, 4 
(rood 7), and hence to the code of Table I.  
Inc idental ly ,  successive mult ip l icat ion of a difference set may be used 
to exhaust all pr imit ive irreducible polynomials  of any  degree r, given 
any one. For  r = 5, for example, there are six such polynomials (in 
general, there are ~(2 r -- 1) / r  such polynomials  of degree r, where ~(n)  
is Euler 's  Phi- funct ion;  Zierler, 1955). The difference set (31, 16, 8) 
Da : 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 24, 25, 28 (rood 31) corre- 
sponds to the polynomial  x5 ÷ x 4 + x 3 + x 2 -t- 1. Mult ip l icat ion of each 
element of D~ by  3 (mod 31) yields the difference set Db corresponding 
to x 5 ~- x 2 + 1, and another  mult ip l icat ion by  3 yields Dc corresponding 
to x 5 + x 4 + x 2 + x + 1. Subsequent mult ip l icat ion by 3 cycles through 
the reversals of these three difference sets and hence yields the three 
remaining pr imit ive irreducible polynomials  of degree 5 (i.e., x ~ ~- x 3 + 
x 2 + x ~- 1, etc.).4 
For  arb i t rary  r, mul t ip l icat ion by  some suitable integer often gives 
all ~(2 ~ - 1) / r  polynomials  (e.g., when 2 r - 1 is a pr ime, and when 
2 ~ - 1 = 15 or 63), but  otherwise always seems to give half of them, the 
other half being obta ined by reversal.  (Not ice that  no pr imit ive irre- 
ducible po lynomial  can be its own reversal whenever  > 2.) For  r = 5, 
a t ransformat ion x --~ x 3 can also be performed i rect ly  upon the poly- 
nomials. Thus x ~ -t- x 4 ~- x 3 -t- x 2 ÷ 1 becomes x15 -t- x 12 ~ x 9 ~- x 6 + 1, 
whose irreducible factor izat ion is (x 5 + x 2 + 1) (x ~° + z 5 + z 4 ~- x 2 -t- 1). 
The first factor  is the desired polynomial .  In  general, however, this 
t ransformat ion and reduct ion of the polynomials  eems harder  to evalu- 
ate than the difference set approach. 
S in Table  I I  denotes a sextic residue code arising from the sextie 
residue difference sets of Hal l  (1956), occurring for pr imes n = v -- 
4g 2 q- 27. These codes add no new values of 4m -- 1, but  are apparent ly  
dist inct from the quadrat ic  residue codes for the same n; they are also 
apparent ly  isomorphic to reeursive codes whenever n = 2 ~ - 1. 
T denotes a twin-prime code arising from difference sets for which 
v = pq = p(p  + 2), where p and q = p + 2 are twin pr imes (Brauer,  
1953). They  may be constructed from the quadrat ic  residues of the 
Any 2r consecutive digits in the (maximal) sequence corresponding to the 
difference set (4m -- 1, 2m, m) may be used to determine the polynomial. The 
determination is simplest when the occurrence of r -- 1 successive zeros is used as 
a starting point; each successive digit in either direction then determines the 
presence or absence of one term of the polynomial. 
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individual primes. Incidentally, Stanton and Sprott (1958) have shown 
the existence of difference sets over ordered pairs whenever v = p~qb 
with qb = p~ ~ 2 (twin prime powers). However, whenever a or b is 
greater than one, elements of the Galois field GF(p a) or GF(q b) are in- 
volved, which prevent a difference-preserving one-dimensionalization of 
the resulting difference set. Consequently a cyclic incidence matrix and 
corresponding code do not arise, although a noncyclic matrix may be 
constructed. 
U in Table I I  denotes the nongroup code arising from a difference set 
(63, 31, 15) given by Hall (1956) which he notes is distinct from the 
projective geometry. Other nongroup codes may also exist for additional 
nonprimes 2~ - 1, e.g., 255. 
In addition to showing the existence of various codes Q, R, S, T, and 
U, Table I I  shows which codes are isomorphic (+-+) and which are not 
(*). 
The above cases of cyclic permutation codes P(4m - 1, 2m - 1; 8m) 
are the only ones known to the author. A study by Hall (1956) shows 
no other cases for 4m =< 100. Application of Theorem 2.1 of Hall (1956) 
together with the concept of a multiplier of the difference set and of a 
necessary condition of Chowla and Ryser (see Hall, 1956) shows no 
other cases for 4m _-< 120. This theorem and the necessary condition 
may be used to exhaust all cyclic permutation codes 
P(4m - 1, 2m - 1; 8m), 
by virtue of the author's Theorem 2. Similarly each difference set 
(4m - 1, 2m, m) may be used to construct an optimal code 
Pl (4m - 1, 2m; 4m) 
from the cyclic permutations of a0 and the all-zero code word 0. 
IV. OTHER CYCLIC PERMUTATION CODES 
THEOREM 3. A code word in any code P ' (4m -~ 1, 2m; 8m ~ 2) corre- 
sponds to adifference set w i thy  = 4(  / + 1) 2 Jr 1 = 4m + 1, ]~ = 12, 
X = 2 ' or its complement with ]~ = (1 + 1) 2, ~ = . That is, 
such a code exists only if m = 2 " 
PROOF: There are 4m Jr I code words a, containing/~ ones, the dis- 
tance between each two of which must be at least 2m; this is also the 
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case for the complementary  code words d~ with 4m + 1 - k ones. 
Suppose that  the distance between a~ and a~ is 2m -{- 2e; then the dis- 
tance between a~ and d~ is 4m + 1 - 2m -- 2e = 2rn ~- 1 -- 2e. Hence 
e must  be zero, and all of the code words a~ must  be distance 2m apart .  
By  Lemma 3, each code word a~ corresponds to a difference set 
(4m ~- 1, k, k -- m),  while its complement d~ with 4m -~- 1 -- k ones 
corresponds to the complementary  difference set 
(4m+ 1, v -k ,v - -k -m) .  
I t  remains to determine what k must  be. By  Lemma 1 it is required that  
2k -- 2X = 2m. Applying the relation X = k(k - l ) / (v  - 1), it follows 
that  k -- rn = k ik  - -  1) /4m must  be satisfied, or equivalently ]c 2 - 
(4m + 1)k -t- 4m 2 = 0. The roots k = ½(4m + 1 J :  V '~ -~- 1) of this 
equation must  be integral, which implies that  8m + 1 must  be the 
square (2/ ÷ 1) 2 of some odd integer. I t  follows that  
v = 4m-t -  1 = 2l 2+2 l -~ 1 --  4 
whence 
( l+1)  
m ----- 2 " 
The two solutions for ]c yield 




2 --P 1, 
For l = 1 and l = 2, difference sets and codes of the form of Theorem 
3 do exist: for ! = 1, a difference set ( v, k, ~) = (5, 1, 0) leads to the 
code P ' (5 ,  2; 10) ; for I = 2, the difference set 0, 1, 3, 9 (rood 13) with 
iv, k, ~) = (13, 4, 1) leads to the code P ' (13,  6; 26). The former code 
has a value of N six less than the opt imal  code A(5,  2; 16), while the 
latter has a value of N six less than the best known code A(13, 6; 32), 
constructed by Stevens and Bouricius (1959). For l = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 
hence 4m -~- 1 < 145, the results of Hal l  (1956) show that  no such 
difference sets, e.g., (25, 9, 3), (41, 16, 6), etc., can exist, and hence no 
code P ' (4m -~- 1, 2m; 8m ~- 2) can exist for the corresponding m = 
]c = (1-t- 1) 2 , ~ = (12 + 31 ~- 2 )= (1 -~ 2)  
2 2 ' 
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6, 10, 15, 21, 28. For 1 -- 8, 9, and hence 4m + 1 < 221, the author has 
shown that no such difference sets can exist. The codes in this particular 
cLass are therefore considerably rarer than those of the previous section. 
THEOREM 4. A code word in any code P'( 4m, 2m; 8m) corresponds to a 
differencesetwithv = 412, k = 1221),X= 2(~),oritscomplement. That 
is, such a code exists only if m = 12. 
PRooF: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3, the difference set 
being of the form (4m, k, k - m). By Lemma 1, it follows that k -- m = 
k(k -- 1)/4m -- 1 must be satisfied, whence/~ = 2m =f= ~¢/m must be 
integral, i.e., m = l 2. 
Such a code P ' (4,  2; 8) exists for m = l 2 = 1, but not for 1 = 2, 3, 4, 5. 
The author has not investigated the cases for 1 => 6, that for l = 6 
being whether a difference set (144, 66, 30) and a code P'(144, 72; 288) 
exist. Note that all cases satisfy a necessary existence condition of 
Chowla and Ryser (see Hall, 1956), namely, that k -- },( = 12) be a 
square when v is even. All such codes are of course optimal. 
For completeness, it might be added that if each code word in a code 
P'(4m + 2, 2m; 8m 9- 4) is to correspond to a difference set, similar 
analysis shows that 3m 9- 1 must be a square. I f  in addition the neces- 
sary condition of Chowla and P~yser is applied, it is seen that m must 
be the square of a binomial coefficient ( 2l ~ 2) . The first few cases to be 
considered are thus as follows: l = 0, m = 1, for which a difference set 
(6, 1, 0) exists, but results in the bad code P' (6,  2; 12) ; 1 = 1, m = 16, 
for which a difference set (66, 26, 10) does not exist (by the results of 
Hall, 1956) ; 1 = 2, m = 225 and 1 = 3, m = 3136, which have not been 
investigated. 
From Theorem 1 it is also possible to consider arbitrary difference sets 
and their resulting codes. The codes are in some cases nearly optimal. 
The difference set (40, 13, 4), for example, leads to a code P'(40, 18; 80). 
]t  is also possible to use cyclic incidence matrices which do not corre- 
spond to difference sets (and cyclic balanced block designs). Consider, 
for example, the quadratic residues of 13, Q0 : 1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 12 (v = 13, 
k = 6). Of the differences 1 = d~ -- de, six (l C Q0) occur two times 
each, and the remaining six (1 C Q0) occur three times each. In the cor- 
responding cyclic incidence matrix, which corresponds to a partially bal- 
anced block design (Bose and Shimamoto, 1952), each row is distance 
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8( = 2/c -- 2Xl = 12 -- '4) from each of six rows, and distance 
6(=2k  -- 2X~ = 12 - 6) 
from each of the six others. 5Hence the minimum distance between olle 
row of the matrix and a row of its complement is
5 (=v - 2k + 2Xm~, = 13 -- 8), 
and the code P'(13, 5; 26) results. In fact, the all-zero and the all-one 
code words may be added without reducing the distance, yielding a code 
P(13, 5; 28). This code is far from optimal, however, since there exists 
a code A(13, 5; 64) (Stevens and Bourieius, 1959). In general, the 
quadratic residues of any prime 4m -4- 1 lead to a cyclic permutation 
code P(4m + 1, 2m - 1; 8m + 4) (Chien, 1959), although these codes 
are not optimal. Other similar codes are also not optimal. For 
4m + 1 = 9, for example, a code P(9, 3; 20) results from the set of 
integers 0, 1, 2, 4 (mod 9), whose cyclic incidence matrix corresponds to 
a partially balanced block design (9, 4, "1½"). I t  is noted, however, that 
this code is optimal neither in N nor in d, since codes A (9, 3; 38) and 
A(9, 4; 20) (due to Golay) exist. Note incidentally that a code 
P(9,  4; 20) cannot exist, by virtue of Theorem 3, although a code 
p(9, 4; 19) can be constructed (Stevens and Bourieius, 1959) by cycli- 
cally permuting 111010000 and 111100110, and adding 000000000. 
v. RELATED CODES 
In conclusion, it should be noted that the results of Theorems 1, 3, 
and 4 may be extended to arbitrary (noneyelie) symmetrieM block de- 
signs having the desired v, k and X (see for example, Connor, 1952); 
however the extensions are not nearly so powerful as Bose and Shrik- 
hande's above-mentioned Theorem 1, showing the coexistence of 
A(4m -- 1, 2m -- 1; 8m) and A(4m, 2m; 8m), block designs, and 
Hadamard matrices. 
Given any symmetrical block design (v, k, X), a code D'(v, d~; 2v) may 
be obtained by taking the rows of the incidence matrix and of its com- 
plement as code words. As in Theorem 1, the distance d' is the smaller 
o f2 /c - -  2Xandv- -  2k+2X.  
s Note that the formula X = /~(/s - 1)/(v -- 1) results in X = 2½, which, although 
it is not an integer, is indicative of the nature of the set. The corresponding cyclic 
block design is known as a symmetrical partially balanced block design with two 
associate classes. 
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With respect o codes A(4m + 1, 2m; 8m + 2), Theorem 3 leads to 
the generalization that the only symmetrical block designs with v = 
4m + 1 which may lead to such codes containing the complement of
each code word are those with 
v - -4 ( /~-  1) (/2) 2 4" 1, k = 1 ~, k = , 
.or their complements. For l = 3, for example, a noncyclic design (25, 
9, 3) exists (due to Bhattacharya; see Connor, 1952) and leads to a 
code D'(25, 12; 50), with the rows of the incidence matrix and their 
complements a the code words. Note, however, that there is no result 
analogous to Bose and Shrikhande's: although a code A (9, 4; 18) exists, 
there is no corresponding symmetric block design (9, k, h). 
With respect o codes A(4m,  2m; 8m), Theorem 4 implies that the 
only symmetrical b ock designs with v = 4m which may lead to codes 
D'(4m, 2m; 8m) containing the complement of each code word are 
those with 
or their complements. For 1 = 2, for example, a noncyclic design (16, 6, 2) 
exists and leads to a code A(16, 8; 32) in which each code word has 
either 6 or 10 ones. Of course many other codes A(4m,  2m; 8m) can be 
derived from Hadamard block designs with v = 4m -- 1 by including 
the code words 0 and I, and adding a parity digit. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The author has discussed elsewhere simple encoders and decoders for 
cyclic permutation codes, operating on a maximum-likelihood principle 
rather than a parity-check basis (Neumann, 1962a). Their simplicity 
may serve to increase the utility of the optimal as well as the near-optimal 
cyclic permutation codes for moderate values of n. In addition, Green 
and San Soucie (1958) have discussed a parity-check encoder and de- 
coder which are applicable for all of the recursive codes. 
Although cyclic permutation codes are considered here in terms of 
transmission systems, they seem to have significant applications in the 
design of load-sharing matrix switches (Chien, 1960; Neumann, 1962b). 
In these applications the distance properties are so utilized that with 
only small excitations on the input drivers one output wire can be 
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selected while the net excitat ion on all others is effectively zero; the dis- 
tance of the code permits  a certain amount  of var iat ion in the dr iv ing 
excitations. In  terms of such an appl icat ion,  the cyclic permutat ion  
structure should lend itself to ease of construction, inspection and 
maintenance of the matr ix  switch. 
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